Is Studying Management

Have you evei thought what you
studying for?

At the time I promised to write a "casual
article" for the journal. I really did not anticipate I would

encounter so much

difficulty.

Actually, my difficulty was choosing what to
write about. Finally, I chose the topic Is studying management theories useful? because it is
interesting.

I am a student of business administration.
So, in my studies, I have read many kinds of
management books and know about some of
the management theories. Although I believe
these theories are important and useful, I have
heard a lot of students and "outsiders" saying
they are not applicable and even useless!

What I want to write here is mainly in defense of management theories against 2 common accusations. O n e is management knowledge or theories are not applicable to the
real situation. The other is management is a

In my viewpoint, the use of a theory is to

subject which stresses practice on theories, im-

extract important features which are common

plying that theories are not important to man-

in a large group of phenomena so that we can
understand, control or predict certain outcomes

with

acceptable

accuracy.

Management

theories also function in this way. By generalizIn response to the first one, my opinion is
that in fact, there is no single theory or law in
this world which can totally fit the real world!
Even in all science subjects, theories cannot do
so too — I can guarantee that water does not
boil at 100 C! Why? This is because the theory
sayins that water boils at 100*C is based on a
set of conditions.

To name some, they are

atmospheric pressure and pure water.

From

this, we can be sure that theories and reality are
different fundamentally and the functions of
theories do not include all eventualities.

ing some essential human characteristics, they
tell managers how to motivate and lead subordinates. By summarizing some main advantages and disadvantages of different forms of
organisations,

these

theories

teach

mangers

how to organize to achieve efficiency and effectiveness. However, as I say, it is not appropriate to apply

the theories to real

situations

without modification because of the assumptions attached to the theories. Hence, managers should, after studying the management
theories, apply theories according to the situation.
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Theories Useful?
theories, a manger has to spend a lot of time
acquiring practical experience to develop skills

r

Peter： But why did uncle John choose to have
further studies of managerial theories even
though he has been woricing in this field for a
few years?
^

which are appropriate to each particular situation
he meets. Obviously, this is inefficient and unsystematic. Just take an example. If there is no
Contingency Approach to leadership that is one
of the classical. I predict that only all those
very experienced managers will have the know-

0、

ledge
centred

that
and

the

choice

between

task-centred

employee-

leadership

style

should depend on (i) leader-member relations
(ii) task structure and (iii) leader position power, like the Fiedler Model, developed by

Fred

E.Fiedler around 1970 states. Nonetheless, now
the knowledge is well-known by all management students who have not had any managerial experience at all! This shows

studying

saves time instead!

From the above arguments, we know that
the 2 proposed accusations to the management
studies are not valid. Firstly, it should be the
managers task to modify theories when ap-
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management theories is not a waste of time but

plying them to unique situations they meet,
not the function of theories to suit every eventuality. Secondly, theories help managers to
discover and understand the common features
of certain aspects of management and the relalosing

time in understanding the essential elements
which are general in nature. In

conclusion,
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tion among them. Thus, managers can adapt
their skills to different cases without

"grasping the general and applying it to the
real situation with essential adaptations" is the
key factor.
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The second accusation is not sound too.
Even though practice is important in management, I believe theories are necessary and their
importance should be comparable to that of
practice.

The

chief reason

is

that
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